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57 ABSTRACT 

A combined brassiere and slip, having the softness, lightness in 
weight and look of lingerie, in which the brassiere is formed 
with a front piece, which may be lined with a like piece, so cut 
and seam-joined at critical cut areas as to provide two fulled 
cups having stretch at opposed angular stretch lines, vertical 
stretch where it is not desired at the top of the cups, from their 
peaks inwardly, being resisted, whereas below the peaks of the 
cups and outwardly thereof, the cup fabric has stretch in the 
line of stretch resistance st the tops of the cups, or substan 
tially so. This is the result of cutting the cup area of the fabric 
into three lower-marginal widely separated points, and moving 
the two outermost points into juxtaposition with the third and 
central point, where the points are seamed together and 
providing a rounded pair of fulled cups having the con 
tradistinguished stretch lines aforesaid, then connecting a 
back band and skirt assembly, the latter preferably being lined 
as well as the brassiere element. 

1 Claim, 3 Drawing Figures 
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1. 

UNITARY BRASSERE AND SLP COMBINATION 

The invention will be described with reference to the ac 
companying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a front perspective view of a garment embodying 
the invention. 

FIG. 2 is a back perspective view of the garment shown in 
FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a composite view, showing at the left side primary 

brassiere blank, below the same a like lining piece, followed 
by a front skirt piece, a front skirt hem-piece and a like lining 
piece therefor; also showing at the right side the elements for 
the back of the garment. 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2 of the drawing, it will be seen 
that the garment comprises a one-piece brassiere, the ends 
thereof being connected to a back band 2, both the bra. and 
the back band being lined with like pieces as to be hereinafter 
described. To the brassiere and back band is seamed a skirt as 
sembly, as shown. 

Referring to the left hand side of FIG. 3, it will be seen that 
at 1 is shown the primary brassiere piece which is charac 
terized by being cut at its lower margin to form three widely 
separated deep points and thus a central point 4 and two ou 
termost points 3, each being generally wedge shaped. The top 
area of the said brassiere piece 1 is centrally cut with a curved 
neck receiving area and with a wing extending outwardly from 
each of the points 3, the wings being curved at the top and bot 
tom margins. Below said primary brassiere piece is shown a 
like lining-piece or inner facing 1", followed by the front-half 
skirt members and the outer and inner front hem pieces 6 and 
7. 
At the right side of the composite FIG. 3 is shown the back 

elements of the garment, and consisting of a primary 
backband piece 2, a lining or inner facing therefor 2, and the 
rear skirt piece 8, followed by two rear hem pieces for the 
skirt, 6 and 7; one being a lining or inner facing piece. 
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It will be unde stood that the showing of the primary 

brassiere piece, and its lining or innerfacing which may be 
used,is reduced in size as compared with the finished form as 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, but is sufficient to show that when 
either point 3 is moved inwardly to abut and be seamed to 
point 4, the elastic threads of the fabric running at the angle a, 
FIG. 1, will be swung to the angle b, FIG. 1, thus enabling 
stretch and expansion in a generally vertical direction under 
the peak of each cup, as desired, the threads crossing the an 
gles a and b being generally inelastic, and in any event being 
substantially so as compared with the elastic threads of th 
fabric. 

It will be understood that the form of the elements shown in 
the drawing are subject to modification within the spirit of the 
invention, particularly as to the size and length of the points, 
and the invention comprises the use of the inner lining or fac 
ing, or its omission, with respect to the brassiere, the embodi 
ment described having the brassiere made of light, soft, fabric. 
Having described my invention, what I claim and desire to 

decure by Letters Patent, Is as follows: 
1. A brassiere grament comprising a fabric having normally 

a line of stretch opposed to a line of resistance to said stretch, 
the brassiere thereof being a unitary piece of said fabric hav 
ing upper and lower areas, said brassiere comprising two wing 
sections each formed with an upper marginal curve extending 
to an outwardly and downwardly directed section with an 
outer angular margin, and a relatively narrow V-shaped wing 
connecting section with its width throughout substantially less 
than that of either wing section and having its lower end above 

0 ends of deep wedge-shaped lower sections of said wings, said 
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wings when connected to said wing connecting section provid 
ing brassiere cups each having a lower area with stretch in ap 
proximately normal vertical direction when the brassiere is in 
position on a area and with an upper area with stretch angu 
larly with respect to said lower area. 
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